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FIGURE – 3  
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POST PUBLICATION APPRAISAL 
 
5th GENERATION COMPUTER - CORPORATE INFRASTRUCTURE  
INFERENCES AND SUPPORT (Published in 1985 - Realised in 1990s)  
From the advent of computerised information processing technique in 1900s, the 
computing electronic technology as well as the information storage / retrieval 
methodology have advanced in an accelerated pace. 
 
UPTO 4th GENERATION ( HORIZONTAL INTEGRATION ).  
Infrastructure : Co-ordinate with 1 external Hardware Group. Recruit, train and 
maintain 4 Group of personnel in-house. Live with 5 limitations. 
EXTERNAL HARDWARE GROUP : Design, develop and supply a pre-set machine 
configurations / combinations, and provide the necessary maintenance and support.  
INTERNAL SYSTEMS GROUP : Study the user needs, prepare flow diagrams, 
divide into individual program modules, provide process assurance controls, data 
backup and data reload methodologies. SOFTWARE GROUP : Study the Systems 
specifications, prepare logic processing diagrams, code individual program using 
pre-set language syntax / limitations, test, implement and provide modification 
support, as and when the need arises. OPERATIONS GROUP : Receive the Input 
information from the work divisions, process them through punch cards or entry 
type writer screens. Sort, collate, process the data using the assigned Software 
Modules / Programs, print reports, cross check the control totals to ensure the 
accuracy of processing and deliver the Output reports to the information user 
groups. USER GROUP : Receive information in the form of reports. Review and 
take appropriate actions / decisions.  
LIMITATIONS. TIME DELAY : A sizeable time delay between submitting the 
input information and getting the output reports. This is a minimum and mandatory 
time to receive, process, ensure accuracy and deliver. LINKS : Limited links and on-
line information sharing facility between computers and personnel. Physical 
movement of information through hard copies. KNOWLEDGE PROCESSING : 
Exclusive domain of each group. The hardwares do not have any capability to store 
the knowledge and guide any Group. EXPERIENCE GAINING : Limited to the 
memory and retrieval capability of each. group, from the stored hard copy reports. 
The hardwares are not designed to self-store, analyse and provide valuable feedback. 
MULTI MEDIA : Limitations in processing Animation, Image, Video, Voice, and a 
range of on-line select facility for the User Group. 
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THE 5th GENERATION INFRASTRUCTURE - 1990s  
(VERTICAL INTEGRATION) 
Recruit, train, periodically update and maintain 1 Group of in-house 
personnel.  No limitations. 
INTERNAL USER GROUP (Integrated with) 
 EXTERNAL HARDWARE GROUP : Decide the requirement and chooses the 
required hardware. Can buy different machines, parts and components and assemble 
/ modify to suit their needs. INTERNAL SYSTEMS GROUP : Choose the required 
system needs on-line and the necessary program modules are generated by the 
computer. On-line edit, backup and data reload options are provided, for the user to 
choose and integrate with the generated program modules. SOFTWARE GROUP : 
Embedded softwares as per the specification of the Systems selected. On-line selection 
of the softwres to suit specific requirement. Develop own softwres on a select and fit 
basis from an open-ended and plug and play software generators. OPERATIONS 
GROUP : Input own data/parameters, process and get the Output in screens or on 
hard copies. Also send and receive information from other remote users. 
 
ACTUAL  5th GENERATION INFRASTRUCTURE  IN 1990s 
REALISATION. All Hardwares with different performance, process 
speeds, and design choices are made available by different manufacturers. 
The User Groups configure, select, assemble, utilise and perform in-house 
repairs/fault fixing. Use Visual platforms (Kernel Language). Hyper Texts, 
Data base generators. Import or cut /opy and paste facility for program 
modules. Spread sheets, Word Processing, Web Browsers etc.. Each user 
input their own data, sort, collate and Output on screen, other media or  
on hard copy printers.  
LIMITATIONS. TIME DELAY : Brought to Nil or to a considerable 
minimum, through Network links, Internet browsing. LINKS : Any 
number of linked nodes to a server. On-line information entry, retrieval 
and exchange. KNOWLEDGE PROCESSING : Computer suggested on-
line corrections and edits like spelling checks, punctuation and grammar. 
EXPERIENCE GAINING : Experience gained by the computer for each 
user is available on-line, like suggestion for date, time, frequently used 
data, help screens and experience guidance help request as specifically set 
by the user. MULTI MEDIA : Image processing in different formats. 
Unlimited on line audio, video, voice processing, image processing in 
different formats, colour graphics etc.. 
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